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Amorphization of Pseudocapacitive T� Nb2O5 Accelerates
Lithium Diffusivity as Revealed Using Tunable Isomorphic
Architectures
Wessel van den Bergh,[a] Sean Wechsler,[a] Hasala Nadeesini Lokupitiya,[a] Lauren Jarocha,[b]

Kwangnam Kim,[c] James Chapman,[c] Kyoung E. Kweon,[c] Brandon C. Wood,[c] Steve Heald,[d]

and Morgan Stefik*[a]

Intercalation pseudocapacitance can combine capacitor-like
power densities with battery-like energy densities. Such surface-
limited behavior requires rapid diffusion where amorphization
can increase solid-state diffusivity. Here intercalation pseudoca-
pacitive materials with tailored extents of amorphization in T-
Nb2O5 are first reported. Amorphization was characterized with
WAXS, XPS, XAFS, and EPR which suggested a peroxide-rich
(O2

2� ) surface that was consistent with DFT predictions. A series
of tunable isomorphic architectures enabled comparisons while
independently varying transport parameters. Through process
of elimination, solid-state lithium diffusion was identified as the

dominant diffusive-constraint dictating the maximum voltage
sweep rate for surface-limited kinetics (vSLT), termed the Surface-
Limited Threshold (SLT). The vSLT increased with amorphization
however stable cycling required crystalline T-Nb2O5. A current-
response model using series-impedances well-matched these
observations. This perspective revealed that amorphization of T-
Nb2O5 enhanced solid-state diffusion by 12.2% and increased
surface-limitations by 17.0% (stable samples). This approach
enabled retaining 95% lithiation capacity at ~800 mVs� 1

(1,600 C-rate equivalent).

Introduction

The broad demand for electrochemical energy storage materi-
als with high energy density and rapid (dis)charge times has
motivated widespread research into new electrode chemistries
and tailored electrode architectures.[1–6] Current lithium-ion
batteries and electrochemical double-layer capacitors do not
meet these simultaneous demands with the former suffering
from sluggish solid-state kinetics and the latter from low
energy density.[7–9] Pseudocapacitive[10–15] behavior combines
rapid surface-limited kinetics with faradaic energy storage

mechanisms and is a path towards concomitant high power
and energy densities. Early studies[16–18] on RuO2 were the first
reports of pseudocapacitance based upon faradaic surface
reactions[16] but more recent work on orthorhombic (“Tief”) T-
Nb2O5 have identified a similar kinetic response with an
intercalation-based mechanism.[19,20] Here the rate of lithiation
naturally depends upon the nanoscale architecture and the
implied transport pathlengths for electrons, electrolytes, and
solid-state ion intercalation.[21] This concomitant set of transport
processes along with the surface reaction determine the overall
rate capability which may be limited by either diffusion
processes or the surface reaction. With increasing voltage
sweep rate (v), the transition from the surface-limited regime
towards the diffusion-limited regime reflects the balance of
these processes and was recently termed the surface-limited
threshold (SLT).[21] Surface-limited kinetics are possible when
the overall rate is not limited by diffusive processes and there is
an absence of a crystallographic phase changes upon
intercalation.[22–26] Numerous nanoscale niobia structures have
been reported with an emphasis on individual performance
metrics.[27–74] A few investigations have approached the relation-
ship between nanostructure and T-Nb2O5 performance using
computational models,[75] advanced electrochemical
techniques,[76] tunable nanotubes,[77] and core-shell particles[78,79]

without experimentally isolating the rate-limiting process(es). In
contrast, changing a single transport parameter at a time
recently enabled the first unambiguous identification of solid-
state lithium diffusion as the dominant diffusion-limited
process in T-Nb2O5 lithiation as a function of the extrinsic
nanostructure.[21]
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Solid-state lithium diffusivities vary widely with composition
and crystal structure where amorphization is recently being
explored as a route to accelerate known materials. Amorphiza-
tion is broadly defined here as the deliberate inclusion of
defects where the extent of amorphization spans the continu-
ous gamut from perfect crystals to amorphous materials.[80]

While the specific electrochemical observations vary widely,
amorphization has sometimes led to increased
performance[45,64,68,81–84] with diverse intercalation materials.
Many past works have examined oxygen vacancies and
dopants. Dopants are usually introduced to improve electrical
conductivity with electron donating species[45,68] while oxygen
vacancies have also improved electrical conductivity[81–83,85] in
addition to enhanced lithium diffusivity,[64,82] increased lithiation
capacity,[64,68,81–83] and enhanced stability[82] depending on the
vacancy concentration. A recent comparison of crystalline
anatase and amorphous TiO2 reported the latter’s higher
diffusivity due to lower activation energy for Li hops between
sites.[84,86] For T-Nb2O5 lithiation, some reports indicated
amorphization of T-Nb2O5 via oxygen vacancies enhanced
performance[64,68,83] whereas the amorphous phase itself had
greatly lowered lithiation capacity and/or slower
kinetics.[19,22,24,25,62,71] Past works have also compared lithiation
performance of different Nb2O5 crystallographic
phases.[22,24,25,57,62,71,87,88] Thermal treatments are conventionally
used for crystallization (lowered amorphization). It should be
recognized however that there is a continuum for the extent of
amorphization along the path from an amorphous solid to a
perfect crystal. One of the challenges when comparing samples
from different heat treatments is that the nanoscale architec-
ture may simultaneously change, convolving multiple variables
and adding causal ambiguity. Here changes in specific electro-
chemical processes are attributed to tailored extent of T-Nb2O5
amorphization by comparing series of isomorphic nanoscale
architectures to enable unambiguous interpretation.
The use of persistent micelle templates (PMT) enables the

production of tunable isomorphic architectures that alter a
single spatial-variable at a time.[21,89–93] With PMT, the material
wall thickness is independently tailored while preserving a
constant average pore diameter by using kinetically trapped
micelles as templates. PMTs are based upon kinetic control
where the solution conditions impose a large enthalpic barrier
to polymer chain exchange between micelles.[21,89–93] Further-
more, the preservation of spherical micelle templates leads to
isomorphic series with relatively constant tortuosity owing to
simple sphere packing.[94] In contrast, typical block polymer-
based methods rely upon equilibration which couples all
architectural attributes as well as the morphology to free-
energy minimization.[95,96] With PMT, the subsequent thermal
treatment removes the micelle template and converts the
material precursors to the desired material. The time and the
temperature of this heat treatment reduces the extent of
amorphization as the material further crystalizes. Here the
effect of tailored amorphization upon the pseudocapacitive
response of orthorhombic niobia nanostructures is systemati-
cally elaborated. Furthermore, a revised i(v) model for CV is
shown to be congruent with observations and enables

quantitative parsing of surface-limited and diffusion-limited
contributions.

Results and Discussion

Both material and architecture determine electrode perform-
ance. Amorphization is known to augment material perform-
ance however the assessment of that change independently is
challenging since modifications to heat treatments can simulta-
neously alter architectural parameters, for example, the pore
size and wall thickness. On the other hand, the use of tunable
isomorphic architectures provides a unique perspective to
reveal architectural effects alone. Thus, a strategy combining
material modifications (amorphization) in concert with con-
trolled architectural variations can yield more direct insights to
nanoscale cause-and-effect relationships. Here tunable isomor-
phic architectures were produced using PMTs composed of
poly(ethylene oxide-b-hexyl acrylate) (Supporting Information
Figure S1) dispersed in EtOH/HCl (aq.). A material precursor
(niobium ethoxide) was added in various proportions to
determine the material:template (M :T) ratio. For PMT condi-
tions, the M :T ratio directly determines the wall thickness while
maintaining a constant template/pore diameter. The resulting
sample series were heated to different calcination temperatures
to adjust the extent of amorphization while removing the
polymer micelles and producing porosity. Scanning electron
microscope (SEM) images are shown for a series of samples in
Figure 1 with M:T=1.2–3.0 and calcination temperatures from
520–600 °C. The samples are named using these two attributes
in sequence (e.g., MT1.2–520 °C) and a consistent color scheme
is used throughout where the hue corresponds to the
calcination temperature and the shade corresponds to the M:T
ratio. The SEM images were all consistent with disordered
packing of ~95 nm spherical pores (dark) with an average wall
thickness (light) that ranged from ~45–80 nm, increasing with
M:T ratio (Figure 2e and f). Small-angle X-ray scattering
patterns from the samples exhibited 2–3 peaks with approx-
imate q-ratios of 1 :2 :3, consistent with randomly packed
spheres.[97] The main SAXS peak shifts to lower q-spacing with
increasing M:T ratio, corresponding to the lattice expansion
that is expected with PMT behavior (Figure 2a–c). The corre-
sponding d-spacing (2π/q*) trends were all well fitted using a
PMT model (Equations S1–S3, Figure 2d). The resulting best-fit
parameters are shown in SI Table S3 where the average pore
size increased slightly with calcination temperature due to
further densification of the wall material. This densification is
associated with reduced extent of amorphization where for
example, grain boundaries and vacancies are anticipated to be
reduced in prevalence. Thus, several sample series with
isomorphic architectures were prepared with independent
variation of wall thickness and nearly independent variation of
amorphization extent.
The extent of amorphization was characterized by X-ray

scattering, X-ray adsorption spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), and electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR). Grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS)
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patterns for fixed M:T=1.8 and calcination temperature
ranging from 475–600 °C are shown in Figure 3(a). Whereas
MT1.8-475 °C was largely amorphous in character, the samples
with higher calcination temperatures exhibited a series of peaks
consistent with the orthorhombic T-Nb2O5. The peaks generally

were narrower with higher temperature calcination. Scherrer
analysis quantified the average crystallite size (without consid-
ering strain effects) where e.g., the samples with M :T=1.8
exhibited an increasing average crystallite size trend of 12.8,
13.7, 13.5, 13.9, and 14.3 nm when calcined at 500, 520, 535,

Figure 1. SEM images of the isomorphic series of porous niobia samples prepared with persistent micelle templates using different material:template (M :T)
ratios and different calcination temperatures. The M:T ratios and calcination temperatures are noted in each panel. Subsequent figures preserve this color
scheme with the hue corresponding to the calcination temperature and the shade corresponding to the M:T ratio.

Figure 2. a–c) SAXS patterns for all samples from the isomorphic series arranged by calcination temperature: a) 520 °C, b) 535 °C, c) 600 °C. SAXS data were
offset vertically for clarity. d) The corresponding d-spacing (2π/q*) trends reveal lattice expansion upon increasing material-to-template ratio (M :T). e) The
mean pore diameters and f) mean wall thicknesses were determined from numerous measurements upon SEM images. d–f) Each of these metrics were
compared to the PMT model (dashed lines) with goodness-of-fit (R2) indicated. Values presented as mean� standard error-of-the-mean.
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550, and 600 °C, respectively (Figure 3b). Such growth of
progressively larger crystals can be accomplished either by the
crystallization of amorphous regions or by Ostwald ripening of
existing crystals. There was also an overall trend of increasing
crystallite size with M:T ratio (increasing wall thickness). These
observations indicate, as expected, that calcination promotes
crystallization where the highest extent of amorphization
occurs with the lowest calcination temperatures. Extended X-
ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) measurements were
acquired near the Nb K-edge for samples spanning M:T=1.2–
3.0 and calcination temperatures spanning 300–600 °C (Fig-
ure S2a). The k2-weighted Fourier transform of χ(k) data
exhibited known[20,98–100] Nb� O and Nb� Nb peaks with atomic
distances at ~0.8–2 Å and ~2.4–4 Å, respectively (Figure 4c).
Sample changes were compared using linear combination
analysis (LCA) between the calcination endpoints of 300 °C
(most amorphous) and 600 °C (most crystalline). The k2-
weighted χ(k) EXAFS data were similar within most M:T
conditions (Figure S2a) thus the corresponding average decon-

volutions (crystalline vs amorphous) were compared. The
resulting Figure 4(f) reveals a sigmoidal transition for niobia
from amorphous to crystalline character that onsets around
500 °C, similar to the GIWAXS trend, and the majority of
samples were adequately fitted with two endpoint compo-
nents. A few samples had significant residuals when fitted
using these two components, where principle component
analysis identified a third unknown component in these cases.
The third component was not consistent with either pseudo-
hexagonal TT-Nb2O5 nor T-Nb2O5 prepared via solid state
synthesis[24] (Figure S2b) with the former standard having
negligible contribution to additional LCA analysis (Table S4).
The third component could perhaps be a distinct amorphous
motif, but its further study is beyond the scope of this
manuscript. Analysis of niobia crystal structures remains
complex with multiple Nb-sites, partial occupancies, and a
diversity of similar phases with minor differences in diffraction
patterns.[99,100] XPS spectra were acquired on samples spanning
from 520–600 °C (Figure 4a and b). One notable feature was the
gradual decrease in Nb 3d5/2 energy with increasing calcination
temperature. A recent XPS study identified a similar shift in the
Nb 3d5/2 peak location upon a calcination induced amorphous-
crystalline transition, attributed to the addition of oxygen
vacancies. In that report the amorphous phase Nb 3d5/2 peak
appeared at 207.46 eV whereas the corresponding T-Nb2O5
peak was at 206.98 eV.[101,102] These reference positions were
used to estimate the amorphous and crystalline content of PMT
films. This analysis (Figure 4e) suggests an increase in crystalline
content from 68.4%�3.2% to 86.4%�1.7% for calcination at
520 to 600 °C, respectively, similar to the EXAFS analysis. The O
1s region is often interpreted as a convolution of lattice
oxygen, non-lattice oxygen, and H2O or OH species with
corresponding energies of 530.0, 531.2, and 532.6 eV, respec-
tively (Figure 4a). The quantitative O/Nb composition, exclud-
ing non-lattice and hydrous species contributions, decreased
from 3.96 to 2.13 with increasing calcination temperature,
indicating progressive removal of O (Figure 4d). The implied
sample stoichiometries of Nb2O4.3–8.0 were unexpected. The XPS
calibration was validated using both commercial Nb2O5, NbO2,
and a T-Nb2O5 reference sample prepared by solid-state
synthesis, the standard error of which was �5% of the
expected lattice-O/Nb stoichiometry. Assuming an upper limit
oxidation state of Nb5+, this stoichiometry suggests a signifi-
cant presence of oxygen in forms other than oxide O2� , such as
interstitial O0, electron deficient oxygen anion O� , superoxide
anion O2

� , peroxide anion O2
2� , or ozonide anion O3� . Several

reports have claimed interstitial Ox species in diverse metal
oxides,[103–107] however related XPS observations noted those
between the lattice O peak and non-lattice O peak.[104–106] EPR
analysis of samples calcined between 475–600 °C were con-
ducted to detect paramagnetic oxygen species containing
unpaired electrons. The resulting spectra did not exhibit
detectable signal associated with any paramagnetic oxygen
species nor oxygen vacancies (Figure S3).[64,108–112] This observa-
tion suggests an absence of the considered paramagnetic
oxygen species (O� , O2

� , O3� ) where the combination of XPS
and EPR is most consistent with oxygen present dominantly as

Figure 3. a) GI-WAXS patterns for samples calcined at temperatures ranging
from 475–600 °C with constant M :T=1.8. Data were offset vertically for
clarity and include a T-Nb2O5 reference pattern (PDF No. 01-071-0336, black
bars). b) The average crystallite size was calculated using Scherrer analysis of
the non-convolved (001) peak at 22.6° for different sample conditions.
Values in panel (b) are presented as the mean� standard error-of-the-mean.
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diamagnetic species, including oxide O2� , hydroxide OH� , and
peroxide O2

2� which are not observable by EPR. Density
functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed on the O-
rich niobia surface to better understand the excess oxygen
configurations observed with low calcination temperatures
(Figure S4), assuming that excess oxygen is likely to be located
in the near-surface region. The DFT calculation revealed two
different types of O� O bonds on the relaxed (001) surface as
shown in Figure S4. The computed O� O bond distance in Opo1
and Opo2 is 1.44 and 1.39 Å, respectively, suggesting that both
Opo1 and Opo2 are peroxide (O2

2� ). Prediction of energetically
favorable peroxide formation on the relaxed O-rich surface is
consistent with the measurements indicating excess diamag-
netic oxygen species. Thus, the combination of experimental
and DFT suggest that the amorphous niobia may be rich in
peroxide defects that are gradually removed with increasing
calcination temperature. Several changes to both the composi-
tion and atomic structure of orthorhombic niobia were found
to vary with calcination temperature.
The cyclic voltammetry (CV) methods used to characterize

the electrochemical behavior associated with each calcination
temperature. The general approach is first described using a
representative sample (MT1.2–600 °C) before comparing sam-
ples. A fixed voltage window from 1.2 to 3.0 V was scanned
using series of voltage sweep rates (v) ranging from 3.2 to
1,000 mVs� 1 and the current (i) response was recorded with a
three-electrode configuration (Figure 5a). The resulting CV
curves were characteristic of pseudocapacitance[10,113] with
broad peaks having a box-like shape with narrow separation
between anodic and cathodic peaks (see normalized data

Figure S5d–f). The anodic peaks were apparent for all v’s
investigated however the cathodic peaks became unobservable
beyond 199.5 mVs� 1 due to ohmic shift outside of the voltage
window. The trends in anodic peak current are shown in
Figure 5(b). A power law relationship[114] is often used to
identify the type of rate-limiting process:

i ¼ avb (1)

where i is peak current, and a and b (“b-value”) are fit terms.
Surface-limited behavior such as ideal capacitance exhibit i ∝ v
(b=1.0) whereas semi-infinite diffusion-limited behavior exhib-
its i ∝ v0.5 (b=0.5). The anodic i(v) is shown in Figure 5(b) on a
log-log scale where the slope corresponds to the b-value. The
derivative of Figure 5(b) is shown as a plot of b-value(v) in
Figure 5(c). Here MT1.2–600 °C exhibits a b-value >0.9 for v�
87.1 mVs� 1, indicative of surface-limited behavior, i.e., pseudo-
capacitance. The departure from surface-limited kinetics with
increasing v-values was previously termed the surface limited
threshold (SLT, vSLT, tSLT) defined as b=0.9.[21] Please note that b-
values that are non-proximal to 1.0 and 0.5 are ambiguous to
interpret due to the convolution of multiple rate-limiting
processes. Thus, the SLT represents the point where diffusion-
limited processes become apparent. Condition MT1.2–600 °C
had vSLT=87.1�0.3 mVs

� 1, corresponding to a charge time
(tSLT) of 20.66�0.08 s. For the samples investigated here, the
vSLT also corresponds to the onset of diffusion-limited capacity
loss (Figure S6). This methodology thus identifies the transitions
in type of rate limiting process where further comparisons are
needed to identify the specific diffusive process.

Figure 4. Representative XPS data from MT1.2-520 °C with showing the a) O 1s and b) Nb 3d regions. The oxygen peaks were termed as lattice (530.1 eV),
non-lattice (531.1 eV), or surface OH/H2O (532.5 eV). The Nb peaks were deconvolved as amorphous (210.28, 207.46 eV) and crystalline (209.68, 206.98 eV)
contributions based on prior work. c) The EXAFS data are presented as k2-weighted Fourier-transformed Nb K-edge. d) The XPS derived O/Nb ratio and the e)
crystalline/amorphous ratio are shown. f) The EXAFS data were analyzed through a linear combination of MT1.8–300 °C as the amorphous references and
MT2.4–600 °C as the crystalline reference to derive the percent crystallinity. Values presented with error bars represent the mean� standard error-of-the-mean.
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This kinetic analysis combined with controlled experiments
were used to interpret the specific diffusive process that limits
the vSLT for each temperature series. First the 520 °C series is
elaborated before turning attention to the other calcination
temperatures. Four samples spanning M:T=1.2–3.0 were
compared with similar film thicknesses (Figures 6a and b, S6,
S7, and Tables S5 and S6,). Performance changes may be
associated with changes to the surface-limited process, the
diffusion-limited process(es), or some combination thereof.
Thus, the analytical strategy examines both possible changes.
For the 520 °C series, the peak currents at v=3.2 mVs� 1 were
varied less than the error of the measurement, not indicating a
marked change in the rate of the surface-limited process with
M:T. With respect to the diffusion-limited processes, the b-
value(v) trends were compared where v>vSLT contains diffu-
sion-limited contributions of varying magnitudes. For these
samples the vSLT monotonically shifted to higher v with lower
M:T (Figure 6b). For example, MT1.2–520 °C and sample MT3.0-
520 °C exhibited vSLT values of 136.3�2.1 and 56.0�0.5 mVs

� 1,
respectively. This 143% increase is quite large for a 25.5 nm
(33.8%) reduction in wall thickness. These data alone, however,
are not yet definitive towards a specific diffusive process. For
example, the increase of wall thickness is geometrically coupled
to a decrease in the pore volume fraction which will decrease
the effective conductivity of the electrolyte phase. To check for
this constraint sample MT3.0-520 °C with the thickest walls and
lowest volume fraction of porosity was examined with an
electrolyte of half the prior concentration. The 50% decrease in
electrolyte concentration was found to have no marked effect
upon the peak current nor b-value(v), indicating that electrolyte
transport was not rate limiting for these samples (Figure 6e).
For due diligence, the sensitivity of the architecture towards
film thickness was next investigated which affects both electro-
lyte and electron transport. Having previously excluded
sensitivity towards electrolyte constraints, differences here
should be attributed to electron transport alone. Samples of
MT3.0-520 °C were compared to samples of MT3.0-520 °C-Thick
which had the film thickness increased from 65.2 to 163.0 nm, a
~150% increase. The corresponding peak currents found a

2.6% decrease however, the b-value(v) plots revealed some
effect of film thickness with the vSLT shifting from 56.0�0.5 to
40.6�0.3 mVs� 1, a 28% decrease (Figure 6h, Figure 7a). Thus,
the minor restriction from electron transport and minor
changes in overall sample thickness with M:T do not explain
the significant 143% increase in vSLT found with decreasing M:T
conditions with similar thicknesses (SI Table S6). Thus, by the
process of elimination one can conclude that dominant
diffusion-limited process at vSLT is solid-state lithium intercala-
tion with a minor contribution from electron transport. The
other calcination temperature series at 535 °C and 600 °C
exhibited similar trends overall including: 1) similar peak
currents (mAg� 1) with changing M:T ratio (Figure 6a); 2) a shift
in b-value(v) corresponding to increasing vSLT with decreasing
M:T ratio (Figure 6c and d); 3) no significant change in peak
current nor vSLT with changing the electrolyte concentration
from 1.0 M to 0.5 M (Figure 6f and g); and 4) a minor reduction
of peak current and a ~28% decrease in vSLT with increased
film thickness (Figure 6i and j). Thus, all sample series calcined
from 520–600 °C were concluded to have solid-state lithium
diffusion as the dominant diffusive constraint and are further
analyzed with diverse models (vide infra). Figure 7(a) presents
the corresponding tSLT values (tSLT=voltage window�vSLT)
showing how both thinner walls from lower M:T ratios and
lower calcination temperatures both lead to faster tSLT times,
ranging from ~13–35 s. Despite the onset of a diffusive
contribution for v>vSLT, the samples retain excellent rate-
capability (Figure 7b). For example, MT1.2-520 °C maintained
95% of its capacity (577.4�17.0 Cg� 1) with a sweep time of
2.25 s (1600 C-rate equivalent) exceeding many literature
precedents for T-Nb2O5. Furthermore, many of these compar-
ison reports included conductive additives for particle-based
slurries (typically not included in mass-normalization),[115,116]

whereas our thin films were purely composed of niobia. The
limits to amorphization of orthorhombic niobia are next
discussed with a larger temperature range.
The electrochemical behavior of lower calcination temper-

atures was examined down to 300 °C. The CV curves for
samples from 300–500 °C exhibited profiles that were consid-

Figure 5. a) Representative cyclic voltammograms at different voltage sweep rates for sample MT1.2-600 °C at different voltage sweep rates. b) A log-log plot
of anodic, mass-normalized peak current vs. voltage sweep rate. The slope (b-value) of this log-log plot identifies the type of rate limiting process. c) The
corresponding derivative shows b-value changes with the voltage sweep-rate. The surface-limited threshold (SLT) denotes the departure from surface-limited
kinetics (b=0.9, dashed line). Values are presented as mean� standard error-of-the-mean.
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erably broader, spanning a larger voltage range, than T-Nb2O5
similar to prior reports of amorphous niobia (Fig-
ure 8a).[19,22,24,25,62,71] Curiously this CV peak breadth increased
somewhat with calcination temperature up to a maximum
width at 500 °C, corresponding to the GIWAXS onset of

crystallization (Figure 3), then substantially narrowing with
further increasing calcination temperature. This CV trend
suggests increasing charge localization as crystalline samples
are heated at higher calcination temperatures,[10] i.e., increasing
delocalization with T-Nb2O5 amorphization. The CV-character as

Figure 6. Examination of possible kinetic constraints from the intercalation length, electrolyte transport, and electron transport for a range of samples with
calcination temperatures of 520 °C, 535 °C, and 600 °C. Comparisons include a) the peak current at v=3.2 mVs� 1, b–d) b-value(v) with wall thickness (M :T
ratio), e and f) b-value(v) with 1.0 M vs. 0.5 M electrolyte, h and i) b-value(v) with standard thickness (~75 nm) vs. thicker films (~120% thicker). Values are
presented as the mean� standard error-of-the-mean.
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well as the GIWAXS, EXAFS, and XPS trends were clustered into
two groups, the mostly-amorphous samples calcined between
300–475 °C and the mostly-crystalline samples calcined be-
tween 520–600 °C. Whereas the mostly-crystalline samples
exhibited reproducible lithiation capacity upon cycling, the
mostly-amorphous samples all exhibited a marked ~30%–40%
decline in lithiation capacity (Figure 8b) and were thus only
briefly examined. Having noted the limited stability of mostly-
amorphous samples, their electrochemical kinetics were exam-
ined as described before. As shown in Figure 9(a), there was an
increase in low-v peak currents with increasing calcination
temperature, suggesting an accelerated surface reaction rate
(vide infra). While comparisons among the mostly-crystalline
samples and the mostly-amorphous samples are both consis-
tent with this trend, caution should be taken in comparing the
end points since the CV curve shapes simultaneously varied
which alters the peak current values. The b-value(v) data for a
set of samples with M:T=1.8 are presented spanning all

calcination temperatures investigated here (Figure 9b). Again,
the mostly-amorphous and mostly-crystalline samples clustered
into two distinct groups with the mostly-amorphous samples
exhibiting the highest vSLT values. The corresponding tSLT value
exhibited a sigmoidal trend with the fastest time found for the
mostly-amorphous samples (Figure 9b). The most interesting
region of this amorphization continuum is the 520–600 °C
samples that were mostly-crystalline, electrochemically stable,
and revealed monotonic kinetics changes (Figure 9b and c). A
general increase in lithiation capacity was noted with increased
calcination temperature with average values (all M :T ratios) of
625.8�29.7 Cg� 1 at 520 °C, 669.7�47.8 Cg� 1 at 535 °C, 727.5�
60.9 Cg� 1 at 600 °C (SI Figure S6) approaching the theoretical
capacity of 726 Cg� 1 for Li2Nb2O5.

[117] Thus the mostly-crystalline
samples (520–600 °C) were found to have the most compelling
collection of attributes including stable lithiation capacity and
adjustable kinetics via calcination temperature.
Further insights into the differences in electrochemical

kinetics were elucidated with a simple current model. As noted
above, the SLT reflects the tipping point from surface-limited
kinetics towards a convolution that includes diffusion-limited

Figure 7. a) Comparison of the CV sweep times corresponding to the
surface-limited threshold (tSLT) for all sample conditions presented thus far.
Values are presented as the mean� standard error-of-the-mean. b) The rate-
dependent lithiation capacity of MT1.2-520°C is compared to published
precedents as a function of C-rate or effective C-rate.

Figure 8. a) Comparison of normalized CV data for wide range of calcination
temperatures with constant MT=1.8 measured at v=3.2 mVs� 1. b) Compar-
ison of the corresponding normalized charge with repeated electrochemical
cycling at 10 mVs� 1 reveals that samples calcined at 500 °C or below are
unstable. Values are presented as mean� standard error-of-the-mean.
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contributions where increases in vSLT could in principle be
attributed to either a decrease in the surface-limited reaction
rate or an increase in the diffusion-limited reaction rate. A
popular model was developed for i(v) surface-redox pseudoca-
pacitive materials[118] where surface-limited and diffusion-
limited contributions were parametrized with:

i ¼ k1v þ k2v0:5 (2)

where k1 and k2 are fit parameters that are analogous to
admittance (larger k values lead to larger current). This
expression includes two separate sources of current that
operate in parallel and are added together (termed here
“parallel model“). This parallel model includes a surface-limited
current from the charging of the “near surface” material and a
separate diffusion-limited current from the rest of the material.
The corresponding theoretical plot on a log-log scale shows
how the dashed lines for k1-alone and k2-alone add together to
yield the total current (Figure 10a). This functional form
fundamentally transitions from diffusion-limited behavior at
low v to surface-limited behavior at high v (Figure 10a). That
trend is most apparent by examining the corresponding
derivative i.e., b-value(v) for the parallel model (Figure 10c). This
behavior trend however does not match the experimental data
here. A revised perspective is proposed where both a surface-
limited process and a diffusion-limited process operate in
series, here termed the “series model” [Derivation in SI
Equations S(4)–S(10) with R=0]:

i ¼
k2
ffiffiffi
v
p

� �2
þ

k1
v þ

k2
ffiffiffi
v
p

� �2� �� 0:5

(3)

where k1 and k2 are fit parameters that are analogous to
impedance (lower values lead to higher currents). Notably the
k1 term corresponds to the impedance of a surface-limited
process and the k2 term corresponds to the impedance of a
diffusion-limited process. The corresponding theoretical plot on
a log-log scale shows how the total current remains below
both the k1-alone and k2-alone contributions (dashed lines),
reflecting that both processes restrict current (Figure 10b). In
contrast to the parallel model, the series model thus funda-
mentally transitions from surface-limited behavior to diffusion-
limited behavior with increasing v. Again, the corresponding
derivative reveals a b-value(v) trend (Figure 10d) which closely
matches the samples investigated here (compare to Figure 6).
Notably, the series model does not presume the existence of a
special near-surface region[10] and does not assume that the
diffusion-limited current operates in the absence of a surface-
limited contribution (consider Occam’s razor). Thus, a series
model for current is proposed to quantify surface and diffusion
contributions which matches experimental observations.
The utility of these models is compared with one dataset.

The M :T=1.2 series calcined at 520, 535, and 600 °C are
presented as i(v) and b-value(v) in Figure 11 using best fits from
each model. Since the log-log plot of i(v) is mostly linear, both
models yield an excellent fit in this coordinate space with
goodness-of-fit R2 values >0.99 (Figure 11a and b). In contrast,
the parallel model is unable to track the general shape of b-
value(v) due to its functional form, vide supra, giving very poor
fits with goodness-of-fit R2�� 1.1 (Figure 11d). Given the poor
congruence between the parallel model and b-value(v) obser-
vations, it is questionable how much faith should be put to its
use to separate surface-limited and diffusion-limited capacities.

Figure 9. Comparisons of electrochemical kinetics for initial measurements
on MT=1.8 samples with calcination temperatures ranging from 300 °C to
600 °C. Comparisons include a) the peak current at v=3.2 mVs� 1, b) b-
value(v), c) and sweep times at the corresponding surface-limited thresholds
(tSLT). Values are presented as mean� standard error-of-the-mean.
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The series model, on the other hand, closely matches
experimental b-value(v) trends for all samples with goodness-
of-fit R2�0.82 (Figure 11e). The addition of a single additional
fit term corresponding to a series resistor improved the
goodness-of-fit for b-value(v) with R2�0.98 for these samples
(Figure 11c and f). Several modifications were examined,
including implementation of a constant phase element,
inclusion of a second diffusion-limited process, and the
addition of a resistor term were examined where the latter was
selected due to the improved fit. In the interest of matching
data trends with minimal complexity the series model was
limited to three terms here where [Derivation in Equations S-
(4)–S(10) with R¼6 0]:

i ¼
k2
ffiffiffi
v
p þ R
� �2

þ
k1
v þ

k2
ffiffiffi
v
p

� �2� �� 0:5

(4)

where R corresponds to the impedance of a resistor. The effects
of a range of theoretical parameters upon i(v) and b-value(v)
are presented in Figure S8. As expected, increasing the k2
impedance reduces the i(v) in the high-v regime and similarly
increasing the k1 impedance reduces the i(v) in the low-v

regime (Figure S8a–d). A perhaps surprising feature is that the
b-value(v) trends and the implied vSLT depend largely on the
ratio of k1/k2 (constant R=0) despite significant changes in i(v)
performance (Figure S8e and f). Lastly the effect of increasing R
is presented where i(v) decreases and b-value(v) exhibits
increasing curvature and reaches b-values <0.5 (Figure S8g
and h). A notable advantage is that the use of either series
model enables the independent assessment of the rates
(impedances) of the surface-limited and the diffusion-limited
processes.
The best-fits of the series model [Equation (4)] were

compared to quantify changes to rates of surface and diffusion
processes across many sample conditions. Samples spanning
M:T=1.2—3.0 and calcination temperatures 520—600 °C were
all well-fitted in the i(v) coordinate space with the correspond-
ing b-value(v) plots included for comparison (Figure S9). Fig-
ure 12 shows the trends for best-fit parameters k1, k2, and R as a
function of the calcination temperature (different colors) and
the intercalation length (horizontal axis, half the wall thickness).
Please note all current data was mass-normalized before fitting.
Starting with the surface process the k1 impedance decreases
(faster surface process) with increasing calcination temperature.

Figure 10. Comparison of current models as a function of voltage sweep rate with surface-limited and diffusion-limited elements connected in either a)
parallel or b) series. c and d) The corresponding derivative plots present b-value(v) which identify the type of the dominant rate-limiting process as surface-
limited (b~1.0), semi-infinite diffusion-limited (b~0.5), or a mixture thereof.
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The accelerated surface process with calcination temperature
may be associated with the increased extent of crystallization,
or the removal of defects associated with excess oxygen noted
by XPS. For example, interstitial oxygen species could act as an
additional Li� O coordination motif which have been calculated
to increase the energy for lithium adsorption.[23] Within each
temperature series, the k1 impedance generally decreased
(faster surface process) with increasing wall thickness despite
the naturally accompanying decrease in mass-normalized sur-
face area (Figure 12a). This trend may be associated with the
increased crystallite size found with thicker walls (higher M:T)
within each temperature series. The implied trends for a faster
surface process with increasing M:T, however, were not
apparent when comparing the individual low-v peak current
values for each temperature series, a small change that is
perhaps better revealed by fitting each full i(v) dataset. Second,
the diffusive process k2 impedance generally decreased (faster
diffusion process) with lowered calcination temperatures. This
is consistent with the prior discussion where solid state lithium
diffusion was identified as the dominant diffusive process
where lowering the calcination temperature was found to
increase the rate of lithium diffusivity (Figure 12b, Table 1).
Within each temperature series, the k2 impedance generally
increased with wall thickness (or M :T), likely associated with
the increased diffusion length which fit reasonably to a linear

trend. This diffusion-length kinetic dependence is also revealed
for each temperature series in a plot of tSLT

0.5 vs diffusion length
where a straight line is expected for a 1D general solution (half
concentration of source) to Fick’s second law with an semi-
infinite source[21] (x ∝ (Dt)0.5) (Figure 12d). The tSLT0.5 plot is also
consistent with the diffusivity trend where decreasing calcina-
tion temperature led to lower slopes corresponding to faster
tSLT values and higher lithium diffusivity (Figure 12d). Thus,
there is agreement upon this conclusion from both the tSLT and
the k2 perspectives with an observed 21.34% decrease, and
12.17% decrease in slope of the 520 °C condition relative to the

Figure 11. Comparison of three current models where the best-fits had similar goodness-of-fit values R2>0.99 for a) the parallel model, b) the series model
without a resistor, and c) the series model with a resistor. d–f) The corresponding derivatives show b-value(v) relative to each model where only the series
models are similar to the data. f) The resistor addition to the series model improves the goodness-of-fit R2�0.98 for all three sample conditions. Values are
presented as mean� standard error-of-the-mean.

Table 1. Comparison of kinetic descriptors for sample series with different
calcination temperatures.

Sample Series Slope of
Figure 12(b) k2
[((mVs� 1)0.5(mAg� 1)� 1)
nm� 1][a]

Slope of
Figure 12(d)
[(s)0.5 nm� 1][a]

Average
R value
[(mAg� 1)� 1][a]

520 °C Series 7.183E-7
(� 12.17%)

0.1342
(� 21.34%)

6.888E-7
(15.09%)

535 °C Series 7.218E-7
(� 11.74%)

0.1425
(� 16.47%)

6.413E-7
(7.151%)

600 °C Series 8.178E-7
(0%)

0.1706
(0%)

5.985E-7
(0%)

[a] The percent change relative to the 600 °C Series is noted in
parentheses
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600 °C condition, respectively (Figure 12b and d). Previous work
comparing amorphous and crystalline metal oxide counterparts
suggest lithium diffusivity is improved when amorphization
lowers the energy barrier for lithium site hopping.[25,73,84,86,119—123]

The granular kinetic changes resulting from variation of
calcination temperature could be the result of an ensemble of
phases or alternatively a granular change in the average local
atomic environment. Lastly, the resistive impedance R was
relatively constant for all samples with a minor reduction with
increasing calcination temperature as observed in amorphized
T-Nb2O5

[64] or perhaps indicative of improved contact resistance
between the niobia film and the FTO substrates (Figure 12c,
Table 1) similar to that observed elsewhere when comparing
anatase and amorphous TiO2 films.

[124] Thus the use of the series
model to interpret lithiation kinetic changes provided evidence
that decreasing the calcination temperature, i.e., increasing the
extent of amorphization, both accelerates the solid-state
diffusion of lithium ions and decelerates the surface reaction.

Conclusion

Amorphization provides an avenue to enhance diffusion rates
for improved rate capability with intercalation pseudocapaci-

tance. The identification and quantification of such amorphiza-
tion effects are challenging when the experimental samples
contain multiple simultaneous variations. Here, PMTs enabled
the production of niobia sample series with tunable isomorphic
architectures calcined over a range of temperatures. Using
GIWAXS, XAFS, XPS, and EPR, the degree of amorphization was
found to increase with lower calcination temperatures and was
consistent with increasing peroxide as supported by DFT
calculations. While the mostly-amorphous samples were not
stable to cyclic lithiation, the mostly-crystalline samples were
stable and exhibited marked kinetic changes with calcination
temperature. Through process of elimination and variation of a
single transport parameter at a time, solid-state lithium
diffusion was identified as the dominant diffusive process
which limits vSLT. A series model for i(v) was proposed which
closely matched experimental observations while simultane-
ously quantifying the impedance of the surface process and
the dominant diffusion process. This series model revealed that
amorphization led to a 12.2% decreased diffusion-limitation
and a 17.0% increased surface-limitation amongst the stable
samples. The use of isomorphic architectures that vary a single
spatial parameter at a time uniquely support the disambigua-
tion of fundamental kinetic processes. Lastly, these results
reveal a new high-performance material which achieved 577�

Figure 12. a–c) The peak currents for all sample conditions were fitted using the series-model and the best-fit parameters were compared as a function of half
the wall thickness (intercalation pathlength). a) The k1 term corresponds to the impedance of a surface-limited process with a dotted line to guide the eye. b)
The k2 term corresponds to the impedance of a diffusion-limited process with dashed lines corresponding to linear best-fits. c) The R term corresponds to a
resistance with a dashed line to represent the average for each series. d) For comparison to b) tSLT

0.5 is plotted vs the intercalation length where a linear trend
is consistent with a generalized diffusion relationship from Fick’s second law. Values are presented as mean� standard error-of-the-mean.
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17 Cg� 1 capacity (95% retention) with a 2.25 s response time,
corresponding to an effective C-rate of 1600 C.

Experimental Section

Materials

Ethanol (EtOH 200 proof, 100%, Fisher) was stored over 30% w/v
of molecular sieves (3 Å, 8–12 mesh, Acros Organics) for a week.[125]

2-bromopropionic acid (>99%, Aldrich), chloroform (>99%,
Aldrich), dimethylformamide (97%, Aldrich), hexane (>98.5%,
Fisher), concentrated hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37% w/w, ACS grade,
VWR) and (HCl, 37% w/w, trace metal grade, Fisher Scientific),
concentrated hydrofluoric acid (HF, 48% w/w, trace metal grade,
Sigma-Aldrich), niobium(IV) oxide (>99%, metal basis, Alfa Aesar),
concentrated nitric acid (HNO3, 70%, Fisher Scientific),
poly(ethylene glycol)methyl ether (PEO-OH, Mn=20,000 gmol� 1,
Aldrich), 4-(dimethylamino) pyridine (99%, Aldrich), tetrahydrofur-
an (Fisher, certified), and were used as received. Niobium(V)
ethoxide (NbOEth, 99.9%, Fisher), copper(I) bromide (99.99%,
Aldrich), tris-(2-dimethylaminoethyl) amine (97%, Aldrich), anhy-
drous lithium perchlorate (LiClO4, 99.99%, Aldrich), and anhydrous
propylene carbonate (99.7%, Aldrich) were used as received and
stored inside an argon-filled glove box. Hexyl acrylate (96%, VWR)
monomer was passed through a basic alumina column just prior to
use for polymerization.

Polymer synthesis

Poly(ethylene oxide-b-hexyl acrylate), PEO-b-PHA, diblock polymer
was synthesized by a two-step synthesis. A Steglich esterification of
poly(ethylene glycol)methyl ether synthesized the macroinitiator,
followed by an atom transfer radical polymerization to create the
PHA block. The synthesis is described elsewhere in detail.[89] The
molar mass of PHA was determined using a Bruker Avance III HD
300 1H NMR by comparing it to the PEO methyl ether starting
material (Mn=20.0 kgmol� 1) (Figure S4a and Table S1). The molar
mass dispersity was characterized using a Waters gel permeation
chromatograph (GPC) equipped with a Waters 1525 binary pump,
three styragel columns (HR1, HR3, HR5 in the effective molecular
weight range of 0.1–5, 0.5–30, and 2–400 kgmol� 1, respectively),
and a Waters 2414 refractive index detector with THF as the carrier
solvent. The GPC was calibrated with poly(styrene) standards (1.50,
3.28, 10.00, 17.40, 32.70, 120.00, 214.00, 545.00, 1010.00 kgmol� 1)
obtained from Polymer Standards Service GmbH. GPC samples
were prepared in THF at concentrations of 5 mgmL� 1, filtered
through a 0.2 μm PTFE syringe filter prior to injection (Figure S1b
and Table S1).[90,126]

Synthesis of porous materials with persistent micelle
templates

A micelle template stock solution was prepared by dispersing PEO-
b-PHA (25 mg) in EtOH (2.5 mL) at 80 °C in a sealed 20 mL
scintillation vial with a PTFE lined cap then allowed to cool to room
temperature overnight. Concentrated HCl (37 wt%) (�0.060 g) was
added slowly to reach 1.8 wt% with respect to the total mixture
(PEO-b-PHA, EtOH, and HCl). We note that ethanol was found to
result in minimal microporosity within the final niobia walls.[93] After
acid addition, the solution was placed in a water bath at 35 °C to
maintain dispersion of the polymer micelles. A prescribed quantity
of NbOEth was added to a 20 mL scintillation in an argon-filled
glovebox (<1 ppm O2, <1 ppm H2O) and once removed from the
glovebox was mixed with a prescribed amount of micelle template

solution via injection through PTFE lined cap to reach the target
material-to-template ratio, M :T ratio.[89] Once mixed, the solution
was placed back in the water bath. Here the M:T ratio is a mass
ratio of the final anticipated niobia mass relative to the mass of
block polymer. Each film was spin coated for 30 s at 1,000, 1,500,
2,000, and 2,150 rpm under 36% relative humidity for each M :T
condition of 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, and 3.0, respectively, a procedure
described in detail elsewhere.[89,93,127] Immediately after spin coat-
ing, each sample was removed from the humidity-controlled
chamber and placed on a 110 °C hot plate with a minimum period
of 12 hrs to crosslink the oxide, termed as “aging.” Aging
conditions were optimized to prevent initial dewetting and to
assure sufficient oxide connectivity to survive calcination. After
each spin coating of a film, the spin coating chamber (generic
“Tupperware”) was replaced to avoid effects of residual solvent
vapor, as observed previously.[89] Glass, silicon, and fluorine-doped
tin (FTO) substrates were used for SAXS, SEM, and electrochemistry,
respectively. After aging, the films were calcined, 5 °Cmin� 1 to
200 °C followed by 10 °Cmin� 1 to variable temperatures ranging
from 300 °C to 550 °C for a 12hr soak whereas the 600 °C samples
had a 1 hr soak.

Electrode preparation

FTO substrates (TEC-15, Hartford Glass, CT) were rinsed and
scrubbed with DI water using Kimwipes until scrubbing produces
an audible squeaking noise followed by rinsing and scrubbing with
IPA wetted Kimwipes again in the same manner. The substrates
were then sonicated in a soapy water bath (2 gL� 1 deconex) for
30 min. The water and alcohol scrub and rinse steps were repeated
as before. The resulting substrates were stored submerged in IPA
until near the time of spin coating. Just prior to coating, the FTO
substrates were removed from IPA, blown dry. The FTO substrates
were held at 110 °C until the moment they were used for spin
coating. An uncoated area for electrical contact was maintained by
masking part of the substrate with high-temperature Kapton tape.
After spin coating and aging as described above, the edges of the
FTO substrates were cleaved to remove edge effects[89] where
residual template solution can collect at the substrate edges,
resulting in a locally varied film thickness. The uncoated side of
each film was engraved with identifying marks for M :T, recipe
number, and film number. The Kapton mask was then removed.
The �1 mm portion of the film proximal to the Kapton mask
exhibited an edge effect with local variation of film thickness and
was removed by scraping away oxide film with glass prior to
calcination. The final active area of each sample was determined by
photography over a ruled grid and was analyzed using ImageJ.

X-ray scattering experiments

X-ray experiments were conducted using the SAXSLab Ganesha at
the South Carolina SAXS collaborative (SCSC). A Xenocs GeniX 3D
microfocus source was used with a copper target to produce
monochromatic beam with a 0.154 nm wavelength. The instrument
was calibrated prior to measurements using National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) reference material, 640d silicon
powder with peak position at 2θ=28.44°. A Pilatus 300k detector
(Dectris) was used to collect the 2D scattering patterns with
nominal pixel dimensions of 172×172 μm. SAXS data were
acquired with an X-ray flux of �1.41 M photon per second upon
the sample and a detector-to-sample distance of 1400 mm. Trans-
mission SAXS data were measured to observe the purely in-plane
morphology. The 2D images were azimuthally integrated to yield
the scattering vector and intensity. GI-WAXS measurements were
conducted with an incident angle (αi) of 8° relative to the incident
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beam. The GI-WAXS sample-to-detector distance was 112.1 mm
with an X-ray flux of �39.2 M photon per second upon the sample.
A Gaussian point-spread function was utilized to interpret scatter-
ing data as a result of grain-size broadening per the Scherrer
formula.[128,129]

X-ray adsorption spectroscopy experiments

The M:T series at 520, 535, and 600 °C were measured at beamline
20-ID at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) using a Si (111)
monochromator. The beam was focused using a Rh coated toroidal
mirror at 2.5 mrad. The incident and transmitted X-Rays were
monitored with ion chambers filled with 80% He and 20% N2 gas.
The samples were mounted at about 15° incident angle and the
Nb fluorescence detected with a 4-element silicon drift detector.
Since the substrate glass had a strong Zn fluorescence signal, the
signal was attenuated with 300 μm of Al foil in front of the
detector. Multiple scans (5–6) were summed to achieve good
signal-to-noise which also verified that sample damage from the
beam was negligible as no change was observed. MT1.8 films at
300, 350, and 450 °C in addition to the solid-state T-Nb2O5 and TT-
Nb2O5 standards (vide infra) were measured at APS beamline 20-BM
using a Si (111) monochromator and similar Rh coated toroidal
mirror focusing arrangement. Here, the fluorescence was measured
using a 13 element Ge detector with 10–12 scans for good signal-
to-noise. The solid-state samples were finely ground powders
mounted on Scotch® Magic™ tape (3 M), with 16 layers giving a
good signal in transmission. The data were analyzed using the
Demeter software package.[130] Considering a smooth transition
between the endpoints of MT1.8–300 °C and MT2.4–600 °C samples
with the latter selected for its strong Nb� O signal in the Fourier
transform (jχ(R) j). Intermediate sample data (χ(k)) were fitted as a
linear combination of the two endpoints.

Electron paramagnetic resonance

EPR samples were prepared using PMT stock described previously.
Once an M:T=3.0 template solution was prepared, aliquots were
cast into 20 mL scintillation vials and allowed to evaporate to
dryness at room temperature under 25 Lmin� 1 of flowing dry air
inside a generic Tupperware container. Once dry, samples were
aged at 110 °C for a minimum of 24 hrs before calcined with
conditions described previously. EPR data were collected on a
Bruker EMX spectrometer operating at X-band. The resonant
frequency was 9.78 GHz with a modulation amplitude of 5.0 G and
a microwave power of 2.0 mW. Data represent an average of 16
measurements. Results are baseline corrected using measurements
made in an empty resonator.

Scanning electron microscopy

Top-view images of calcined films were acquired with a Zeiss
Gemini500 field emission SEM using an accelerating voltage of
5 keV and an in-lens secondary electron detector. The working
distance was maintained at �4.5 mm and images were acquired at
constant magnification of 500k. At least 85 measurements were
made upon each feature (pore and walls) to derive statistical
metrics. The wall thickness was measured as the diameter on an
inscribed circle between neighboring pores as described
elsewhere,[91] in addition pore diameter was measured using an
inscribed circle. Pore size and wall-thickness data are presented as
mean values with the standard-error-of-the-mean. Cross-sectional
SEM was used to determine film thickness.

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry

A series of films prepared on FTO substrates were cut to �1 cm2 of
the niobia coating. ImageJ analysis was used to account for the
specific substrate area as previously described. These films along
with FTO blanks were heated in a Teflon vessel containing 70%
HNO3 (trace metal grade), 37% HCl (trace metal grade), and 48%
HF (trace metal grade) (1 : 3:0.5 mL) respectively at 180 °C for 12 h
before solutions were diluted with water (18.2 MΩcm) to 50 mL
volume and measured using a Thermo-Finnigan Element XR
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). The
instrument was calibrated using a range of concentrations
spanning those of the measured samples. A range of digestion
solutions were screened in a previous work, demonstrating the
above solution is sufficient for complete digestion of niobia. These
data were used to calculate the niobia mass per unit area for each
sample condition.[21]

Electrochemical analysis

Electrochemical measurements were conducted using a three-
electrode setup with a BioLogic SP-150 potentiostat. All measure-
ments were performed in an argon-filled glovebox (<1 ppm O2,
<1 ppm H2O). The working electrodes were porous niobia
prepared using PMT on FTO substrates as described above. The
working electrode was held by a home-built titanium metal clamp
to assure ohmic contact to the FTO. All potentials are reported
versus a Li/Li+ reference electrode. The counter electrode was also
lithium foil �540 mm2 in surface area. All lithium foils were scraped
until shiny just prior to immersion in electrolyte. The electrolyte
solution was 1.0 M LiClO4 in propylene carbonate. A series of
diagnostic cyclic voltammograms and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy measurements were used to verify ohmic contact.
The working electrode was then held at 1.2 V for 20 min before
cycling from 1.2 to 3.0 V repeatedly 20 times at 10 mVs� 1 to
remove trace contaminants. A series of 21 logarithmically spaced
sweeps ranging in rate from 1000 to 3.2 mVs� 1 were run in
sequence starting from 1.2 V versus Li/Li+. There was a 3 min hold
period at the end of each sweep to allow the electrode to
equilibrate. Mass normalization was based upon the film area and
ICP-MS measurements with identical samples.

Electrochemical data was imported into MATLAB 2018b using
custom scripts and functions. The b-value metrics were determined
as a difference between anodic peak currents and their corre-
sponding voltage sweep rates; the corresponding voltage sweep
rate for each b-value was the moving mean between the used
voltage sweep rates. The determination of surface-limited thresh-
old (SLT) was interpolated between b-value points as a function of
corresponding voltage sweep rate. The standard error of this
interpolation was estimated using Rolle’s theorem. Parallel and
series model fitting was done using the MATLAB non-linear
regression function with the corresponding equations for each
model. Non-linear fitting used mass-normalized current data, initial
values close to expected values, a Cauchy weighting function for
robust fitting, and a maximum number of iterations of 250,000.
Fitting values generated from the non-linear regression function
were passed through a gradient function to determine the
corresponding predicted b-value of each model.

Solid-state synthesis of Nb2O5

Synthesis was adapted from elsewhere.[24] In brief, NbO2 powder
were calcined in alumina crucibles for 24 hrs with a 10 °Cmin� 1

ramp rate at 350 and 600 °C to yield TT-Nb2O5 and T-Nb2O5
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polymorphs respectively before allowed to cool to room temper-
ature.

DFT calculations

Spin polarized DFT calculations were performed using the VASP[131]

with projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudo potentials.[132] The
generalized gradient approximation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(GGA-PBE) was used for the exchange-correlation functional.[133]

The calculated lattice parameters for orthorhombic Nb2O5 are a=

6.333 Å, b=29.584 Å, and c=3.813 Å, which agree well with
previously calculated values.[26] The O-rich (001) surface was
modeled using a periodic slab containing five unit cells along the
c-direction with one unit each along the a- and b-direction as
shown in Figure S4(a). A vacuum gap of 15 Å was used along the
surface normal direction (c-direction) to separate the slab from its
periodic image. During geometry optimization, the atoms in the
middle layer were fixed at their relaxed bulk positions to maintain
the bulk phase, whereas all other atoms were allowed to fully relax
until the residual forces become smaller than 0.02 eVÅ� 1. A plane-
wave energy cutoff of 500 eV was used and the Brillouin zone of
the (001) surface model was sampled using a (4×2×1) Monkhorst-
Pack[134] k-point mesh.
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